Calendar Page for March with vernacular English inscription, NHS Sarum MS f. 5r

Detail of vernacular English inscription, NHS Sarum MS f. 5r
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1 All photos courtesy of Nashotah House Seminary, photographed by Maria Saffioti Dale, unless noted otherwise.
Figure 3

Full-Page Christ miniature with English style border illumination, NHS Sarum MS ff. 10v-11r

Figure 4

Full-Page Mass of St. Gregory miniature with Netherlandish style border illumination, NHS Sarum MS ff. 130v-131r
Figure 5

Prayers to the wounds of Christ with historiated initials, NHS Sarum MS ff. 89v-90r

Figure 6

Prayers to the wounds of Christ, the Virgin, and St. John the Evangelist with historiated initials, NHS Sarum MS ff. 90v-91r
Prayers to the wounds of Christ and the Virgin with historiated initials, CEC MS I.2.20 ff. 4v-5r

Prayers to the foot of Christ and the Virgin with historiated initials, OQC MS 349 ff. 133v-134r
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